bFRAMES
Interlocking Sign Systems
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DISPLAYING AND PROTECTING YOUR METAL IMAGE INFOGRAPHIC SIGNS IN AN EASY TO
ASSEMBLE WAY WITHOUT BEING BULKY OR INTRUSIVE HAS NEVER BEEN MORE ELEGANT
OR SIMPLE. OR TOUGH.
The bFrame Interlocking Sign System combines strength and good looks with the
flexibility of modular assembly for ground, wall or angled in ground mounting.
GROUND MOUNT. Upright
The robust welded aluminium frame supports a 4mm thick face plate - tough enough to take
a pounding for many years in all weathers without rust or rot. On site assembly is simple,
quick and super strong with 6x100mm welded interlocking lugs. Just a single screw locks each
leg in place. Legs are 57mm box section with a 6mm radius .
The innovative design allows water to flow away from the faceplate reducing the buildup of
grime around the frame while improving air flow and reducing wind-force, features which
help keep the bFrame firmly in place for decades.
bFrame is available in standard sizes, but can be modified to suit your requirements and
powder coated in a range of colours to compliment the environment.
Sizes are based on our standard printed plates sizes. (mm)
Print Size:
bFrame Size:
bLeg:

194 x 294
266 x 366
825

294 x 446
366 x 512
1000

394 x 594
466 x 666
1250

594 x 994
666 x 1066
Two at 1250

bFrame. Upright, 3 tile

THE bFRAME SIGN SYSTEM COMBINES STRENGTH
AND GOOD LOOKS PROVIDING AN ECONOMICAL,
LONG TERM SOLUTION FOR WALL MOUNTED SIGNS.
WALL MOUNT.
Available in standard sizes to suit our printed sheets the bFramewall is simply and permanently
fixed to any type of wall using screws, bolts or anchors.
Access to the bFramewall fixing points is via an access hole in the front of the frame. A nylon
bush fitted to the screw prevents a galvanic reaction between the aluminium frame and the
screw or bolt.
Once mounted the access hole is capped with a heat stabilised UV resistant black nylon
locking cap. A nylon starlock washer holds the bush in place during assembly, and also packs
the bFramewall slightly off the wall to allow drainage between the sign and the wall.
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